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"I t used to be a fairly widespread practice among young Jewish people to play cards on Chanukah. The favored game was called "kevitch," which closely resembles the game of blackjack.

The practice of such games on Chanukah poses some important questions. Is it permissible to play a game, the outcome of which is based primarily on luck, for money? Is gambling in general permissible? Is participating in state lotteries allowed?

According to Rabbinical sources, two prohibitions may be involved in gambling. The first one applies to cases in which a winner, by taking the loser's money may actually be engaging in a form of robbery. The loser may have convinced himself, as gamblers do, that he was destined to win, thereby failing to accept the possibility that luck wouldn't be in his favor. Therefore, by insisting that he pay up, the winner is in fact forcing the loser to relinquish money he never genuinely conceded to be his opponent's. However, as R. Moshe Isserlis has ruled (in Shulchan Aruch 207:13), when each player places the amount ventured openly upon the card table, then the winner may take possession of what he has legitimately acquired.

A second prohibition is implied by our sages who said "Gamblers do not contribute to the common welfare" (Sanhedrin, 24b), and as Maimonides explains: since gamblers engage in idleness, it is not fitting for a man to busy himself with things that do not contribute to the settlement of the world (Hilchot Geneivah 6:8-11). This reference, however, is to professional gamblers, and not to the occasional participant.

Although generally frowned upon by our Sages, the following anecdote indicates that there is a time and place for everything!

One day the Poznaner Rebbe received a moving letter from a woman in distress. She complained that her husband was sick..."
and incapable of work, and that she had no means to feed her six little children. The Rebbe didn’t have the money to help the despondent mother, so he embarked upon a remarkable crusade. He went to his township’s merchants’ club and asked permission to join the game of cards that was in progress. The request caused considerable astonishment to all those present, but of course it was granted. A few minutes into the game, the Rebbe threw the woman’s letter on the table announcing “Hearts are triumphs!” All the players read the letter. Its contents plus the very special atmosphere created by the Rebbe’s unprecedented visit and most surprising card happy” (Psalms, 128:2). Living our lives expecting, even dependent upon, miracles can at times be viewed as a form of arrogance. We, as ordinary people should not pretend to deserve the granting of Divine help in a miraculous or highly improbable way, such as winning the main prize in a lottery where the odds are less than one in a million.

Such was the situation the great Gaon R. Elchonon Wasserman encountered during a trip to Manchester, England in 1937, when he met the well-known philanthropist, Mr. Shaul Rosenberg. Their meeting took place at a time when Mr. Rosenberg was suffering a disastrous financial playing maneuver resulted in their willingly handing over all the money that had been accumulated on the table.

This story has many morals, but an incidental point to be learnt is: one may take for granted that the Poznaner Rebbe would not have joined a gang of highwaymen to acquire their loot, under any circumstances. However, to join occasional card players for a short while in pursuit of a highly commendable cause, does not amount to becoming an associate of sinners.

Undoubtedly, there is no robbery involved in accepting one’s winnings from casinos or state lotteries since the money is willingly handed over. However, is it reasonable to engage in these forms of gambling? No! All wagers conducted by commercial institutions are considerably loaded against the customers, who in the indefinite long run are bound to lose. Moreover, the state should not encourage people to take it easy and indulge in pipe dreams expecting to become millionaires overnight. There is much to be said for making money the old-fashioned way, that is to say, to earn it. We are all told “When you shall eat the fruit of the labor of your hand shall you be ing consciousness and the use of all his faculties. His recovery created a sensation among the medical experts, one of whom exclaimed, “The chances for Mr. Rosenberg’s surviving such a fierce attack were less than one in 1,000,000.”

There is no record of what R. Elchonon was thinking when he deliberately gave a different blessing from that which he had been asked. It could have been that he disapproved of participating in lotteries for the reasons alluded to earlier or for reasons of his own. In any case the patient realized that he was after all, a beneficiary of a blessing to win a lottery, namely “the lottery of life” in which he regained health against the tremendous odds stacked against him.

It should be pointed out that there are situations in which, even though the stakes are very high, gambling is not only permissible but constitutes a mitzvah. For example, one is obliged to risk one’s life, that is to enter into a situation in which there is a considerably high probability that one may lose his life, to save someone who otherwise would certainly perish.

We are all told “When you shall eat the fruit of the labor of your hand shall you be